
Tuesday, June 3
Beyond the Trophy (R) Gangsters -- Michael Madsen
Two rival city gangs battle for control as an undercover LAPD detective 
infiltrates one to bring them both down.
Black Out (NR) Foreign/Thriller (Netherlands)
On the day before his wedding, a retired criminal wakes up next to a 
murdered man with no recollection of what happened the night before.
Corey Holcomb: Your Way Ain’t Working (NR) Stand Up Comedy
In this Showtime stand-up concert, Corey Holcomb riffs on the ups and 
downs of romantic relationships.
Fun in Boys Shorts (NR) Studio Q/Comedy
A compilation of touching and humorous gay short films culled from San 
Francisco’s Frameline film festival.
In the Blood (R) Action
When her husband goes missing during a Caribbean vacation, a woman 
sets off on her own to take down the men she thinks are responsible.
Lone Survivor (R) War -- Mark Wahlberg
A mercenary and his team set out on a mission to capture or kill notorious 
Taliban leader Ahmad Shah in late June 2005.
The Motel Life (R) Drama -- Stephen Dorff, Emile Hirsch
A pair of working-class brothers flee their Reno Motel after getting involved 
in a fatal hit-and-run accident.
Parts Per Billion (NR) Sci-Fi -- Josh Hartnett, Rosario Dawson
Three couples are forced to make life-altering decisions in the face of an 
apocalyptic war and biological disaster.
Plimpton! (NR) Documentary
This film looks at the remarkable life of writer George Plimpton, who 
became known for his unusual style of “participatory journalism.”
Robocop (2014) (PG13) Sci-Fi -- Joel Kinnaman, Gary Oldman
In 2028 Detroit, a good cop is critically injured in the line of duty, and 
turned into a robotic police officer in this remake of the 1987 sci-fi classic.
Shiva Rea: Meditations (NR) Special Interest
Quiet your thoughts and renew your spirit under the reassuring direction 
of meditation teacher and yoga master Shiva Rea.
Small Time (R) Comedy -- Christopher Meloni
A young guy decides to skip college in favor of joining his father on the lot 
of the family used-car business.
Son of God (PG13) Drama
The life story of Jesus is told from his humble birth through his teachings, 
crucifixion and ultimate resurrection.
Tiny: A Story about Living Small (NR) Documentary
This film profiles families who have downsized their lives into miniscule 
houses, and raises questions about the changing American Dream.
The Trouble with the Truth (NR) Drama -- Lea Thompson, John Shea
A musician and starving artist reconsiders his own failed marriage after 
his daughter announces that she’s engaged.

Valentine Road (NR) Documentary
Examination of the tragic 2008 murder of eighth grader Larry King at the 
hands of classmate Brandon McInerney in Oxnard, California in 2008.
What’s in a Name? (NR) Foreign/Comedy (France)
An expectant young father announces the questionable name for his future 
son to his childhood firends, which unburies friction amongst the group.
When I Walk (NR) Documentary
A 25-year-old man must come to terms with the loss of mobility and his own 
mortality due to a diagnosis of multiple sclerosis.

Tuesday, June 10
The Abominable Crime (NR) Documentary
Brave film explores the impacts of homophobia through the eyes of two gay 
Jamaicans who are forced to choose between their homeland and their lives.
Adult World (NR) Comedy -- Emma Roberts, Evan Peters
A college graduate with dreams of being a great poet begrudgingly accepts 
a job at a sex shop while she pursues a mentorship with a reclusive writer.
Alan Partridge (R) British Comedy -- Steve Coogan
A disgruntled employee takes a radio station hostage, forcing its egotistical 
star DJ to take matters into his own hands.
Anonymous People (NR) Documentary
This incisive documentary details the more than 23 million Americans living 
in long-term recovery from alcohol and other drug addictions.
Bible Quiz (NR) Documentary
A young girl hopes to win the National Bible Quiz championship and the 
heart of her team captain in this documentary.
Brawl (R) Martial Arts
A former boxer moves to Thailand to start a new life, and finds himself drawn 
into a dangerous underground fight club to survive.
Capital (R) Thriller
The figurehead CEO of a powerful French bank contends with a ruthless 
hedge-fund manager while getting drawn into a scandalous affair.
Cosmos: A Spacetime Odyssey (NR) Documentary
A documentary series that explores how we discovered the laws of nature, 
and found our coordinates in space and time.
Devil’s Knot (NR) Thriller -- Reese Witherspoon
The savage murders of three young children sparks a controversial trial of 
three teenagers accused of killing the kids as part of a satanic ritual.
Jack Ryan: Shadow Recruit (PG13) Action -- Chris Pine, Kevin Costner
Jack Ryan, as a young covert CIA analyst, uncovers a Russian plot to crash 
the U.S. economy with a terrorist attack.
The Missing Picture (NR) Foreign/Drama (Cambodia)
An ambitious filmmaker uses clay figures, archival footage, and narration to 
recreate the atrocities Cambodia’s Khmer Rouge committed in the 1970s.
Non-Stop (PG13) Thriller -- Liam Neeson, Julianne Moore
An air marshal springs into action during a transatlantic flight after receiving 
a series of text messages that threaten the lives the plane’s passengers.
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Omar (NR) Foreign/War (Palestine)
A young Palestinian freedom fighter agrees to work as an informant after 
he’s tricked into confession in the wake of an Israeli soldier’s killing.
Perfect Sisters (NR) Thriller -- Abigail Breslin
Tired of their mother’s alcoholism and a string of her abusive boyfriends, 
two sisters plot to do away with her.
The Secret Lives of Dorks (PG13) Comedy
Samantha (a dork) is in love with Payton (another dork) who is in love with 
Carrie (a cheerleader), who dates Clark (the football captain)… and go!
The Short Game (NR) Documentary
The best 7-year-old golfers from around the world descend on the world 
famous Pinehurst Golf course in N.C to determine the next world champion.
A Short History of Decay (NR) Comedy
Offbeat comedy about a failed Brooklyn writer who hits the road to visit his 
ailing parents in Florida.
Tim’s Vermeer (PG13) Documentary
An inventor seeks to understand the painting techniques used by Dutch 
Master Johannes Vermeer.
Unacceptable Levels (NR) Documentary
Pulls back the curtain on how chemicals are getting into our bodies via our 
food, water and the environment, literally changing them.
Vendetta (NR) Action
A special ops interrogation officer tracks down a gang who slaughtered his 
parents, and will go to any length to get revenge.
Visitors (NR) Documentary
Director Godfrey Reggio reveals humanity’s trance-like relationship with 
technology, and the massive effects it produces far beyond our species.

Tuesday, June 17
Alpha Alert (R) Thriller
Three soldiers get trapped in an elevator when terrorists set off a dirty 
bomb; one escapes and she realizes nothing is what it seems.
Assumed Killer (NR) Thriller -- Casper Van Dien, Barbie Castro
A young woman begins to question if her husband could be a notorious 
serial killer, or is her mind just playing tricks on her?
A Fighting Man (R) Sports Drama -- James Caan, Louis Gossett Jr.
An aging fighter in search of redemption steps into the boxing ring with a 
hungry young pugilist with something to prove.
The Final Member (NR) Documentary
This unconventional documentary follows the curator of the world’s only 
Penis museum on his quest to complete his odd collection.
Grand Budapest Hotel (R) Comedy
Wes Anderson’s quirky film about the legendary concierge at a famous 
European hotel and the lobby boy who becomes his most trusted friend.
Jimmy P. (NR) Drama -- Benicio Del Toro
A troubled Native American veteran develops a powerful friendship with his 
progressive psychoanalyst as they attempt to understand his illness.
Joe (R) Thriller -- Nicholas Cage, Tye Sheridan
An ex-con, who is the unlikeliest of role models, meets a 15-year-old boy 
and is faced with the choice of redemption or ruin.
The Machine (R) Sci-Fi
Two artificial intelligence engineers join forces to create the first ever self-
aware artificial intelligence.
The Odd Way Home (NR) Drama -- Rumer Willis, Chris Marquette
A young woman escapes her abusive life in Los Angeles and embarks on a 
journey with a socially awkward companion from a small town.
Test (NR) Studio Q/Drama
In 1985 San Francisco, a company of dancers navigate a world of risk in 
the early days of the AIDS epidemic while looking for love.
2 Autumns, 3 Winters (NR) Foreign/Comedy (France)
A run in the park for a 33-year-old man changes his life in an instant when 
he literally bumps into a slightly cynical but lovely young woman.
UFC 171: Hendricks Vs Lawler (NR) Sports
From the American Airlines Center in Dallas, Johny Hendricks and Robbie 
Lawler battle for the vacant UFC Welterweight Championship title.
Vic+Flo Saw a Bear (NR) Foreign/Studio Q (French Canadian)
Darkly mysterious tale of two lesbian ex-cons, Victoria and Florence, trying 
to make a new life in the backwoods of Quebec.
Zero Dark Dirty (NR) Comedy
A rock and roll musician travels to Afghanistan to win the hearts and minds 
of its people.

Tuesday, June 24
Blood Ties (R) Gangsters
Two brothers, on either side of the law, face off over organized crime in 
Brooklyn during the 1970s.
Bumblef**k, USA (NR) Studio Q/Drama
Distraught by the suicide of a friend, a young woman travels from 
Amsterdam to American hoping to understand why he took his life.
The Chef, The Actor, The Scoundrel (NR) Foreign/Action (China)
During the second Sino-Japanese war, Japan’s use of cholera as a weapon 
prompts the Chinese to capture a Japanese scientist for the vaccine.
Enemy (R) Thriller -- Jake Gyllenhaal
A detached college professor’s life becomes hopelessly intertwined with a 
sexually insatiable actor who just happens to look exactly like him.
Pandora’s Promise (NR) Documentary
The history and future of nuclear power is detailed in this film that explores 
why this technology is now embraced by many of its former detractors.
Redwood Highway (NR) Drama -- Shirley Knight, Tom Skerritt
A feisty septuagenarian sets out on a 100-mile journey by foot on the 
Oregon coast in order to attend her 22-year-old granddaughter’s wedding.
Repentance (R) Thriller -- Anthony Mackie, Forest Whitaker
A successful author and spiritual advisor takes on a troubled man as a 
client, completely unaware that the man will soon put his life in jeopardy.
Rob the Mob (R) Thriller -- Michael Pitt, Andy Garcia
A Queens couple who specialize in robbing mafia social clubs stumble 
upon a score bigger than they could ever imagine.
Some Velvet Morning (NR) Drama -- Alice Eve, Stanley Tucci
A man surprises his former mistress by claiming to have left his wife, but 
soon the dark history between the two uncovers the truth.
300: Rise of an Empire (R) Adventure
Greek general Themistokles leads the charge against invading Persian 
forces led by mortal-turned-god Xerxes and Artemisia.
Two Lives (NR) Foreign/Thriller (Germany)
As the Berlin Wall crumbles, the daughter of a Norwegian woman and a 
German occupation soldier becomes caught in a legal and moral dilemma.
The Wedding Video (NR) Comedy
A newly married couple’s best man decides to capture their wedding on 
video and present them with it as a gift.
What Richard Did (NR) Drama
A privileged young South Dublin golden-boy about to leave for university 
makes a terrible mistake that shatters the lives of those closest to him.
Winter’s Tale (PG13) Drama -- Colin Farrell, Jessica Brown Findlay
A burglar falls for an heiress as she dies in his arms, and then, when he 
learns that he has the gift of reincarnation, he sets out to save her.

New Horror Releases
Ghostlight (2013) (NR) -- 6/3
Haunt (R) -- 6/10
Kill Zombie! (NR) -- 6/10
Almost Human (NR) -- 6/17
Joy Ride 3: Roadkill (NR) -- 6/17
The Monkey’s Paw (NR) -- 6/17
Wrath of the Crows (NR) -- 6/17
Wolf Creek 2 (NR) -- 6/24

New TV on DVD
Graceland: Season 1 (NR) -- 6/3
Komodo: Secrets of the Dragon (NR) -- 6/3
New Tricks: 10th Season (NR) -- 6/3
True Blood: Season 6 (NR) -- 6/3
Workaholics: Season 4 (NR) -- 6/3
Klondike (PG13) -- 6/10
Ray Donovan: Season 1 (NR) -- 6/10
Resurrection: Season 1 (PG) -- 6/10
True Detective (NR) -- 6/10
The Escape Artist (Masterpiece) (NR) -- 6/17
House of Cards: Season 2 (NR) -- 6/17
Scott and Bailey: Season 1 (NR) -- 6/17
The Bridge: Season 1 (NR) -- 6/24
Jack Taylor: Set 2 (NR) -- 6/24
Masters of Sex: Season 1 (NR) -- 6/24
Witches of East End: Season 1 (NR) -- 6/24

Some titles may not be available at both locations,
but we will gladly transfer them for you to rent.


